The following programs have been exempted from the Colorado Mountain College’s Learning Materials Program. Textbooks and Materials are NOT provided and the per credit fee is NOT charged.

AAA Academic Achievement
ASL American Sign Language
ASE Automotive Service Technology
CAS/CAT Certified Addiction Specialist/Technician
DAN Dance
EIC Electricity Industrial/Commercial
ELT Electronics
EMS Emergency Medical Services
ENY Energy Technology
FST/FSW Fire Science/Fire Science Wildfire
FVM Film Video Media
HHP Holistic Health Professional
HIT Health Information Technology
JOU Journalism
LTN Library Technician
MAP Medical Assistant Professional
MGD Multimedia Graphic Design
MOT Medical Office Technology
OUT Outdoor Studies
PED Physical Education
PET Petroleum Technology
PHO Photography
PHT Pharmacy Technician
PRO Process Technology
REE Real Estate
SAO Ski Area Operations
WEL Welding
CUA Culinary ALL locations EXCEPT Steamboat Springs Campus
CEPA Dual enrollment high school courses have some special exceptions

Please Contact the Learning Materials Program with any questions:
cmclmp@coloradomtn.edu